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Article

Why we have limited number of thing types in the universe? limited number of species, elements, plants, etc and we have these things to be made with intelligent creator, In my opinion the universe has intelligent instructions was at the time the universe was a point, we have several instructions, one to make even these things to exist" if there is not these instructions there will be only energy", instructions to make different things, instructions to make laws for these things.

These intelligent instructions exists at the time the universe exists, and these instructions contain all the universe pluralism, so there is not only energy there is also are these instructions driven by energy, the universe not have potential and energy only the universe also have intelligent instructions and create accurate things.

Another thing is these intelligent instructions still exist and being driven by the energy in the universe, are these instructions God? perhaps, it still do things with instructions. Things on people and in the whole universe, it stopped in making and creating the universe, but it only sopped partially and still there.